ZDF’s world tour

ZDF ENTERPRISES’ MIPCOM catalogue includes three 52-minute documentaries: The Siege In Beijing, which examines the fighting between Chinese rebels and western-influenced citizens in 1900; Inside Tibet, which looks at the changes in Tibet over the last 100 years; and India Reborn, which charts the rise of India through personal stories. ZDF’s drama series include The Mountain Doctor (21 x 43 mins), the story of a doctor who returns to the Alps after a successful career in New York, and The Fifth Commandment (10 x 45 mins), in which a Vatican official and a police inspector solve cases involving the Catholic Church. Also on offer are the TV movies My Sister’s Death, about a woman investigating the suspicious circumstances surrounding her sister’s death in South Africa; Four Days In Tuscany, about a woman who intends to sell a family home, but is instead reminded of the important things in life; and My Wonderful Family, a love story between a single mother and single father.